CX DEBATE STATE TOURNAMENT 2015

TEAMS ADVANCING TO OCTAFINALS

CONFERENCE 4A

Coffey McCurdy and Nate Suave — Abilene Wylie HS
Taylor Lopez and Cooper Schwarz — Andrews HS
True Head and Matthew Hernandez — Athens HS
Zach Shaps and Chris Wise — Bandera HS
Lucas Adams and Zach Morgan — Canton HS
Elyse Hanna and Russell Rowe — Carthage HS
Dakota Chappell and Graham Phlieger — Crandall HS
Smith Graham and John Lovell — Graham HS
Malik Gning and Daniel Herrera — La Grange HS
Sean Elsik and Chelsea Krim — La Vernia HS
Danielle Giffin and Mallory Wallace — Longview Spring Hill HS
John Dikeman and Cristian Pena — Needville HS
Kay Edwards and Seth Gurley — Paris North Lamar HS
Jasmyn Benavides and Dillon Hughes — Princeton HS
Dylan Gray and Jackson Heard — Van HS
Christian Gutierrez and Caleb Tovar — Waco Connally HS
CX DEBATE STATE TOURNAMENT 2015

TEAMS ADVANCING TO OCTAFINALS

CONFERENCE 5A

Isaac Cui and Justin Yoon — Austin LBJ HS
Pia Sen and Ezra Serrins — Austin LBJ HS
Ethan Goode and Jerry McCauley — Barbers Hill HS
Gabriel Jankovsky and Mac Murchison — Dallas Wilson HS
Ames O'Boyle and Katy Reeves — Dripping Springs HS
Chase Philip and Viraj Pawa — Fort Bend Elkins HS
Pierce Teeuwen and Anderson Wey — Grapevine HS
Cooper Jernigan and Mallan Mauldin — Hallsville HS
Cody Gustafson and Barron Wolter — Lindale HS
Alec Ramsey and Jonas Thrasher-Evers — Lindale HS
Seema Brimmer and Trevor O'Connor — Longview HS
Carter Airhart and Jonathan Gibson — Lubbock HS
Stuart Cannon and Stu Mair — Lucas Lovejoy HS
Iann Karamali and Nolan Whitely — Pflugerville Connally HS
Lucas Gorton and Edward Monroy — Saginaw HS
Evan Lope and Savannah Gibson — Wylie HS
CX DEBATE STATE TOURNAMENT 2015

TEAMS ADVANCING TO OCTAFINALS

CONFERENCE 6A

Aaron Birenbaum and Liana Wang — Bellaire HS
Jia Liu and Michelle Zhang — Coppell HS
Lucette Peralta and Jonathan Picado — El Paso Franklin HS
Nolan Burdett and Suchin Kundra — Fort Bend Dulles HS
Nicolas Williams and Joshua Villarreal — Hendrickson HS
Rohit Thota and Reid Wyde — Highland Park HS
Monica Day and Lydian Green — Houston Memorial HS
Zaki Alattar and Albert Li — Katy Taylor HS
Mohamed Abdelhady and Patrick Lee — Katy Taylor HS
Gage Krause and Morgan McMaster — Lake Travis HS
Luke Mitchell and Andrew Gagliardi — Midland Lee HS
Joshua Johnwell and Winni Zhang — Pearland Dawson HS
Arvind Ashok and Rohan Chakravarty — Round Rock HS
Luke Hogg and Chase Lemaster — San Angelo Central HS
Christian Conrad and Alex Miller — Trophy Club Nelson HS
Jacob Bell and Bruce Chang-Gu — Waco Midway HS